
Critial parameters for the partial oalesene of a dropletT. Gilet,1, ∗ K. Mulleners,1 J.P. Leomte,2 N. Vandewalle,1 and S. Dorbolo1, †1 GRASP, Physis Department B5,University of Liège, B-4000 Liège, Belgium2Dow Corning S.A.Par Industriel-Zone CB-7180 Sene�e - Belgium(Dated: Deember 19, 2008)The partial oalesene of a droplet onto a planar liquid/liquid interfae is investigated experimen-tally by tuning the visosities of both liquids. The problem mainly depends on four dimensionlessparameters: the Bond number (gravity vs. surfae tension), the Ohnesorge numbers (visosity inboth �uids vs. surfae tension), and the density relative di�erene. The ratio between the daughterdroplet size and the mother droplet size is investigated as a funtion of these dimensionless num-bers. Global quantities suh as the available surfae energy of the droplet has been measured duringthe oalesene. The apillary waves propagation and damping are studied in detail. The relationbetween these waves and the partial oalesene is disussed. Additional visous mehanisms areproposed in order to explain the asymmetri role played by both visosities.PACS numbers: 47.55.df, 47.55.D-, 47.55.dbKeywords: Droplet physis, Partial Coalesene, Surfae-tension-driven �owsI. INTRODUCTIONLiquid droplets are more and more studied in theframework of miro�uidi appliations. Indeed, they al-low to manipulate and transport very small quantities ofliquids. Droplets oalesene is probably the most on-venient way to mix liquids in mirodevies without anypower supply [1, 2℄. Both ontrol and reproduibilityof the droplet sizes are therefore very important. Forinstane, one of the main di�ulties enountered is toobtain a single small droplet, with a typial size lowerthan 100 µm. Suh a hallenge is also present when deal-ing with the petrol injetion in ar motors. The smallerthe droplets are, the more e�ient the ombustion is [3℄.The partial oalesene is a suitable way to ahieve suha goal sine it progressively empties a droplet [4℄.In order to investigate partial oalesene, Charles andMason [5℄ have studied a system omposed by two im-misible �uids 1 and 2 of di�erent densities (�uid 1 isheavier than �uid 2). This experiment is shematiallyrepresented in Fig.1. A thik layer of the lighter �uid 2is plaed over the bulk of �uid 1. A millimetri dropletof �uid 1 is then dropped over the system. It rossesthe �uid 2 layer and stays on the interfae between �uid1 and �uid 2 for a while depending on the visosities.Suddenly, the droplet oaleses. In given onditions thatwill be disussed, the droplet experienes a partial oales-ene. A smaller droplet remains above the 1,2 interfae.The proess may our several times, like a asade: itis possible to get as muh as six partial oalesenes be-fore the �nal total one [4℄. Note that this experiment
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FIG. 1: Experimental setup: A ontainer is �lled with twoimmisible �uids. A droplet of �uid 1 is falling through �uid2, before oalesing with the �uid 1 bulk phase. The sameexperiment an be onduted when �uid 1 is lighter than �uid2 (the droplet is going up).is totally equivalent to a droplet of �uid 1 (lighter than�uid 2) oming up through �uid 2, when apparent gravity(gravity + buoyany fores) is onsidered.Charles and Mason attempted to explain the our-rene of partial oalesene by onsidering the ratio ofdynamial visosities in both �uids. But this only pa-rameter is not su�ient to fully understand partial o-alesene mehanisms. This experiment was studied in1993 by Leblan [6℄. He was interested in the stabil-ity of emulsions. Indeed, partial oalesene onsider-ably slows down the gravity-driven phase separation oftwo immisible liquids, for instane when dealing withpetrol demulsi�ation. Leblan identi�ed every impor-tant parameters for a partial oalesene predition, but



2his work remained unpublished. In 2000, Thoroddsenand Takehara [7℄ studied this phenomenon in more detailsfor an air/water interfae. Same onlusions as Leblanemerged onerning the impat of visosity on the �ow.In the same time, partial oalesene with a surfatantaddition was desribed by Pikhitsa and Tsargorodskaya[8℄. More reently, in 2006, Blanhette and Bigioni [9℄have explained the mehanism of pinh-o� in partial o-alesene by using a subtle ombination of both exper-imental and numerial tehniques. The onvergene ofapillary waves on the top of the droplet seemed to havea ruial importane on the oalesene outome. Severalother studies have been made about partial oalesenein 2006: Honey and Kavehpour [10℄ have onsidered thebouning height of the daughter droplet. Aryafar andKavehpour [11℄ have foused on the time sales of thepartial oalesene. Chen, Mandre, and Feng [12℄ at-tempted to model these time sales, as well as the ratiobetween the daughter and the mother droplets. Theyreently extended their study to polymeri liquids [13℄.Little is known about miro�ows ourring during theoalesene proess. First, traditional experimental teh-niques are di�ult to be applied at droplet sale. How-ever, PIV experiments on droplet oalesene were madeby Mohamed-Kassim and Longmire [15℄. Unfortunately,the droplet was too large to allow partial oalesene.The simplest way to get experimental information aboutmiro�ows is to observe the interfae position, as in [16℄for instane. On a numerial point of view, free surfae�ows with hanging topology (suh as oalesene, break-down, and pinh-o�) are really di�ult and expensive toompute. Despite these di�ulties, a lot of informationhave already been olleted about miro�ows in a oales-ene proess.The present paper onsists in an experimental studymade over many oalesene events, with various ini-tial droplet sizes, visosities, and densities of both �u-ids. Two main aspets are investigated: the ratio be-tween the daughter and the mother droplets and the roleof apillary waves on partial oalesene riteria. More-over, using image proessing, global variables suh as theavailable potential surfae energy are reorded during theoalesene proess. Their evolution with time raise newquestions and new hallenges. The relation between ap-illary waves and partial oalesene is disussed. In ap-pendix, the number of suessive partial oalesenes istheoretially omputed for di�erent pairs of �uids.II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPOur experimental setup onsists in a glass vessel whihis opened at the top. This ontainer is half �lled withthe �uid 1. A entimetri layer of �uid 2 is then gentlypoured over the �uid 1 (see shemati view in Fig.1).A horizontal guide groove is dug in the vertial bordersof the ontainer in order to redue the menisus at theoil/water interfae (and in order to get a quasi-planar

Liquid ρ(kg/m3) ν(cSt)W 1000 0.89387.5%W + 12.5%G 1030 1.1675%W + 25%G 1063 1.6462.5%W + 37.5%G 1093 2.6550%W + 50%G 1127 4.7425%W + 75%G 1195 30.190%W + 10%E 983 1.3580%W + 20%E 969 1.8270%W + 30%E 954 2.2360%W + 40%E 934 2.47DC-0.65St 760 0.65DC-1.5St 830 1.5DC-5St 915 5DC-10St 934 10DC-50St 960 50DC-100St 965 10080%DC-10St + 20%DC-100St 940 19.560%DC-10St + 40%DC-100St 946 30.440%DC-10St + 60%DC-100St 953 46.420%DC-10St + 80%DC-100St 959 69.7TABLE I: Experimental setup: Fluid properties(G=Glyerol, E=Ethanol, W=water, DC=Dow Corning200 oil).interfae), as interfae urvature is known to modify thedrainage time. Moreover, aording to Blanhette [9℄,it an also in�uene the result of partial oalesene. Asyringe is used to reate a small droplet of �uid 1, oloredby methylene blue for visualization purpose. By hangingthe needle diameter, the initial droplet radius Ri an behanged. Between eah experiment, the setup is washedwith aetone to avoid interfae ontamination.The asade of partial oalesenes is studied using aset of di�erent silion oils for the �uid 2 (Trimethylsilylterminated polydimethylsiloxane, under the tradenameDow Corning 200 �uid). Their kinemati visosity ν2an be easily tuned from ν2=0.65 to 100 St. Mixturesare made in order to obtain intermediate visosities. The�uid 1 is made of a mixture of water and alohol (glyerolor ethanol). The kinemati visosity ν1 may be modi�edby the alool/water ratio. Densities are also hanged(see Table I). The interfaial tension is measured by thependant drop method. It is approximately 45 mN/mfor any oil/water interfaes (a 5mN/m error is onsid-ered for eah error bar). It is roughly 40mN/m whendealing with a glyerol/water mixture. The addition ofethanol greatly dereases the interfaial tension. It isapproximately 25mN/m for 10%-ethanol, 19mN/m for20%-ethanol, 13mN/m for 30%-ethanol, and 9mN/m for40%-ethanol. We have explored the di�erent regimes ofpartial and total oalesene.In order to ensure that no signi�ant miro�ows arepresent at the beginning of the oalesene proess, theexperiments for whih the �lm drainage time is less thanone seond are rejeted. The vessel is big enough to avoidparasite re�etions of apillary waves on the walls duringthe oalesene.A fast video reorder (Redlake Motion Pro) is plaednear the surfae. A slight tilt (less than 10◦) is needed tosee the bottom of the droplet, sine the interfae is urved



3by the weight of the droplet. Movies of the oalesenehave been reorded up to 2000 frames per seond. Sinethe partial oalesene, saled on the apillary time, isabout 10 ms, a whole oalesene proess is usually ap-tured by about 20 images. The pixel size is about 30
µm. In normal onditions, a millimetri droplet is repre-sented by about 30 pixels. About 150 oalesene eventshave been reorded. The droplet/amera distane is on-stant. Distanes on the piture are measured with a rel-ative error less than 5%. Sine this error on distanes isonstant during a single oalesene experiment, ratiosof distanes are haraterized by an error signi�antlysmaller than foreasted.Initial and �nal horizontal radii are measured for everyexperiment. In order to get information about the par-tial oalesene proess, the whole interfae is trakedon eah snapshot for eah experiments. Of ourse, wesuppose that the interfae (and even the whole �ow) isaxisymmetri. It is then possible to estimate global mea-surements suh as the volume above the interfae or thesurfae potential energy. An original, highly robust, andthreshold-less interfae detetion method has been devel-oped. Note that the re�eted light an be deteted as apart of the interfae, generating high disontinuities ininterfae shape. These disontinuities are deteted anddeleted in the post-proessing.III. DIMENSIONAL ANALYSISOne the thin �lm of �uid 2 below the droplet is bro-ken, the dynamis of partial oalesene is marosop-ially governed by only three kinds of fores: interfa-ial tension, gravity, and visosity fores in both �uids.There are seven marosopi parameters: surfae ten-sion σ, densities ρ1 and ρ2, kinemati visosities ν1 and
ν2, gravity aeleration g, and the initial droplet radius
Ri(i = 1, 2).As Dooley et al. [17℄ or Thoroddsen and Takehara[7℄ have shown, the partial oalesene proess is usuallysaled by the apillary time. This time is the result ofthe balane between interfaial tension and inertia. It isgiven by

τσ =

√

ρmR3
i

σ
, (1)where ρm is de�ned as the mean density ρ1+ρ2

2 . There-fore, the interfaial tension has to be the main fore forpartial oalesene to our. In other words, a self-similarproess is only possible when one fore is dominant (thesurfae tension). That means that there is no naturallength sale related to the balane of two fores.Aording to the π−theorem (Vashy-Bukingham), itis possible to build only four independent dimensionlessnumbers. Three of them are derived from the ratio of theharateristi time sales of the di�erent fores with the

apillary time. The gravity time is given by
τg =

√
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, (2)(g′ is the apparent gravity experiened by the droplet),and the visosity times by
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. (3)The Bond number is the square of the ratio betweenthe apillary time and the gravity time
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σ
. (4)The Ohnesorge numbers are the ratio between the ap-illary time and the visous times in both �uids
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. (5)The last dimensionless number an be the relative dif-ferene of density
∆ρ =
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. (6)Ideally, any dimensionless quantity an be expressed asa funtion of these four parameters, espeially the ratio

Ψ between the daughter droplet radius and the motherdroplet radius
Rf
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)

. (7)For large droplets, gravity is known to be as impor-tant as surfae tension. Therefore, gravity signi�antlyaelerates the emptying of the mother droplet [6, 9℄.Moreover, it �attens the initial droplet. The ratio Ψ ismonotonially dereasing with Bo, and it suggests that aritial Bond number Boc(Oh1, Oh2,∆ρ) should exist forwhih Ψ = 0 for Bo > Boc: oalesene beomes total.As shown by Blanhette and Bigioni [9℄, the partialoalesene proess is mainly due to the onvergene ofapillary waves at the top of the droplet. These wavesare generated at the beginning of the oalesene, by thereeding interfae below the droplet. The visosity foresin both �uids, mainly present for smallest droplets, dampthese apillary waves and inhibit the partial oalesene[6, 7, 9℄. The ratio Ψ also monotonially dereases withboth inreasing Ohnesorge numbers. Critial Ohnesorgesnumbers Oh1c and Oh2c may be de�ned; beyond whihoalesene beomes total.On the other hand, when the Bond (resp. Ohnesorge)number is muh smaller than the ritial Bond (resp.Ohnesorge) number, gravity (resp. visosity) an be on-sidered as negligible. The Ψ funtion does not dependon Bo (resp. Oh) anymore. For droplets with negligible



4Bond and Ohnesorge numbers, Ψ beomes a funtion Ψ0that only depends on ∆ρ, the relative di�erene of in-ertial e�ets generated by the interfaial tension in both�uids. In these onditions, the proess is self-similar sinethe densities do not hange between two suessive par-tial oalesenes.The previous dimensional analysis is orret when thedroplet is at rest at the beginning of the oalesene. Theradius is the only key parameter to desribe the droplet.Suh an hypothesis is true when miro�ows due to theprevious droplet fall are damped out. The timesale ofthese �ows an be roughly estimated as the time neededfor the thin �lm of �uid 2 to be drained out. Whenthis time is muh larger than the apillary time, the ini-tial miro�ows an be onsidered as negligible omparedto the miro�ows generated by the oalesene proess.As already mentionned, this ondition has been hekedfor eah experiment of oalesene. Obviously, the �lmdrainage time is shorter for a droplet surrounded by a gazthan for a droplet surrounded by a liquid. Therefore, it iseasier to work with a liquid/liquid interfae as evidenedby Mohammed-Kassim and Longmire [15℄.IV. RESULTSA. Qualitative desriptionThe di�erent stages of a oalesene are shown on thesnapshots of Fig. 2. Four experiments are presented.They have been hosen to evidene the in�uene of Ohne-sorge numbers on the oalesene.The �rst experiment (Fig. 2(a)) orresponds to a quasiself-similar partial oalesene, where the Bond numberhas a slight in�uene on the result, while the Ohnesorgenumbers are negligible.The �lm rupture usually ours where the �lm is thethinnest. This latter is o�-enter, as it was shown ex-perimentally by Hartland [18℄ and theoretially by Jonesand Wilson [19℄. This o�-entering e�et is mainly dueto the presene of a surrounding �uid, whih generatesan overpressure at the enter while it is drained outward.When the �lm is broken, it quikly opens due to highpressure gradients reated by surfae tension near thehole. Thoroddsen et al. [16℄ have mentioned that forwater droplets surrounded by air, the hole opening isdominated by inertia instead of visosity. In this ase,Eggers et al. [20℄ have proposed the following saling lawfor the hole radius
rh ∼

(

σRi

ρ1

)1/4

t1/2. (8)This law is based on a balane between inertia and sur-fae tension; the biggest urvature is given by Ri/r2
h. It ispossible to rewrite this equation with the apillary time

(
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)2

∼ t

τσ
. (9)

Measurements of Menhaa et al. [21℄, Wu et al. [1℄,and Thoroddsen et al. [16℄ on�rm this saling. Whenthe surrounding �uid is visous oil instead of air, onean expet that visosity e�ets are as muh importantas inertia e�ets, and the mentioned saling an beomeobsolete.During the retration, a part of the bulk phase of �uid1 omes up into the droplet, as shown by Brown andHanson [22℄. They observed a slightly olored daugh-ter droplet when using a olorless mother droplet on aolored bath. This upward movement is depited in [17℄.Next, the emptying droplet takes a olumn shape, andthen experienes a pinh-o� that leads to the formationof the daughter droplet. Charles and Mason [5℄ havesuggested this pinh-o� was due to a Rayleigh-Plateauinstability. Reently, Blanhette and Bigioni [9℄ haveshown that this hypothesis was wrong. They have solvedNavier-Stokes equations for a oalesing water dropletsurrounded by air. When the top of the droplet reahesits maximum height, they stop the numerial simula-tion, set veloities and pressure perturbations to zero,and restart the omputation. The oalesene, normallypartial, was observed to be total with this �ow reset. Thepinh-o� annot be due to a Rayleigh-Plateau instability.Leblan [6℄, Thoroddsen et al. [7℄, and Mohamed-Kassim et al. [15℄ have already noted the existene ofapillary waves generated at the bottom of the dropletafter the �lm break-down. A part of these waves propa-gates far away, on the planar interfae. The other partlimbs over the droplet and onverges at the top. A-ording to Blanhette [9℄, suh a onvergene greatly de-forms the droplet and delays its oalesene, the hori-zontal ollapse (the pinh-o�) an our before the emp-tying. Gravity balanes this delay by aelerating theemptying of the droplet. In other words, too muh grav-ity e�ets lead to a total oalesene. Visosities of both�uids damp the apillary waves, the onvergene e�etis redued, and oalesene an also beome total (Fig.2(b) and 2(d)). The preise role played by visositiesin the apillary waves damping will be detailed in thispaper.The time at whih the pinh-o� ours vary with theBond and the Ohnesorge numbers. It is usually between1.4 and 2 τσ. After the pinh-o�, the �uid below thedroplet is ejeted downward, due to the high remainingpressure gradients. This reates a powerful vortex ringthat go down through the �uid 1 (Fig. 2(a) and 2()).Suh a vortex is well desribed in [23℄, [24℄ and [25℄. Sinethis vortex is formed when the partial oalesene is �n-ished, it annot have any in�uene on the oaleseneoutome.The shape evolution of the interfae is relatively on-stant from one experiment to another. However, when
Oh2 is important (Fig. 2() and 2(d)), the interfae takesa usp-like shape before diving away.
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(a) Partial oalesene: Bo = 0.15, Oh1 = 0.002, Oh2 = 0.013 (b) Total oalesene: Bo = 0.24, Oh1 = 0.017, Oh2 = 0.005

() Partial oalesene: Bo = 0.03, Oh1 = 0.003, Oh2 = 0.16 (d) Total oalesene: Bo = 0.03, Oh1 = 0.003, Oh2 = 0.34FIG. 2: Partial and total oalesenes of droplets at liquid/liquid interfaes. The whole proess is saled by the apillary time
τσ. The �rst snapshot (Fig. 2(a)) orresponds to a partial oalesene when both Ohnesorges are small. The seond (Fig.2(b)) is a total oalesene mainly due to the high value of Oh1. The both last snapshots, Fig. 2() and 2(d), depit a partialoalesene for an intermediate Oh2, and a total oalesene when the Oh2 is high enough respetively.B. The Ψ law
In this setion, the ratio between the daughter dropletradius and the mother droplet radius (the Ψ funtion) isinvestigated.

1. Asymptoti regimeThanks to the dimensional analysis, we have shownthat for negligible Bo, Oh1, and Oh2 (surfae tension isthe only dominant fore), Ψ only depends on the densityrelative di�erene. Experimental results show that onehas
Ψ = Ψ0(∆ρ) ≃ cst. ≃ 0.45. (10)



6In our experiments, the relative di�erene in density isalways less than 20%, and no relevant orrelation between
∆ρ and Ψ has been underlined. Maybe the in�uene ofthe density relative di�erene is higher for a liquid/gazinterfae. 2. In�uene of the Bond number

FIG. 3: Bond in�uene on the radius ratio Ψ. The Ohnesorgenumbers are smaller than 7.5×10−3. Dashed lines are guidesfor the eyes.Figure 3 shows the observed in�uene of the Bondnumber on Ψ, when the Ohnesorge numbers are neg-ligible (i.e. < 7.5 × 10−3). For small Bond numbers,the asymptoti regime is obtained. As noted in the di-mensional analysis, an inrease of the Bond number re-sults in a derease of Ψ. A ross over is observed at
Bo ≃ 6× 10−2. Aording to our data, we annot assessabout the existene of any ritial Bond number Boc forwhih Ψ beomes zero. Mohamed-Kassim and Longmire[15℄ have reported total oalesenes for Bond numbersequal to 10. However, both Ohnesorge numbers weregreater than 0.01, and visosity played a signi�ant parton the outome of these oalesenes.3. In�uene of the Ohnesorge numbersIn Fig.4, the dependene of Ψ on Ohnesorge numbers isplotted: Triangles orrespond to Oh1, and blak squaresto Oh2. For the Oh1 (resp. Oh2) urve, the seleted datapoints orrespond to Bo < 0.1 and Oh2 < 7.5 × 10−3(resp. Oh1 < 7.5 × 10−3). Visous dissipation in �uid2 leads to a smooth dereasing of Ψ with Oh2, startingfrom the asymptoti regime Ψ ≃ 0.45. The ritial Ohne-sorge for partial oalesene Oh2c is about 0.3 ± 0.05.Leblan [6℄ have observed Oh2c ≃ 0.32, whih is in a-ordane with our results. The behavior of Ψ with in-reasing Oh1 is totally di�erent: the derease of the ratio

FIG. 4: Ohnesorge 1 (△) and Ohnesorge 2 (�) in�uenes onthe radius ratio Ψ. The Bond number is smaller than 0.1,and the other Ohnesorge number is smaller than 7.5 × 10−3.Dashed lines are guides for the eyes.
Ψ is very sharp. It immediately vanishes to zero when
Oh1 > Oh1c ≃ 0.02 ± 0.005. This ritial value was al-ready obtained by Blanhette [9℄ (a √

2 fator is neededto have the same de�nition of the Ohnesorge number),and thirteen years ago by Leblan [6℄ (who found 0.024).In the apillary waves senario [9℄, the roles of both vis-osities should be the same. The di�erene between theirin�uenes is then amazing and will be disussed later.4. Conjugated in�uenesIn the previous setions, the Ψ law has been investi-gated by varying a single parameter, both others beingnegligible. Here, two parameters over three are varied,and the third one is taken negligible.The onjugated in�uene of visosities is shown in Fig.5. While the boundary between partial and total oales-enes is unambiguous for large and intermediate Oh2, itis quite fuzzy for large Oh1. It seems that, onsideringfor example Oh1 = 0.03, the oalesene is total for small
Oh2 (as seen in the previous setion). Then, it an bepartial for Oh2 around 0.02, and it beomes total againfor greater values of Oh2. This unexpeted outgrowthof the partial oalesene regime roughly orresponds tothe straight line Oh1 = Oh2.In order to take both visosities into aount, Leblan[6℄ suggested that the ritial parameter for partial oa-lesene ourrene is a linear ombination of both Ohne-sorge numbers. Partial oalesene takes plae when

Oh1 + 0.057Oh2 < 0.02. (11)This law is ompared to experimental results in Fig. 5.The law aptures the general trend of the partial-to-totaltransition, but fails in desribing the large Oh1 part ofthe diagram.
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FIG. 5: Phase plane Oh1 - Oh2 (Bo < 0.1). Experimental re-sults: Total oalesene (�) vs. partial oalesene (♦). Thedashed line orresponds to the linear relationship (11). Thesolid line orresponds to the equality of both Ohnesorge num-bers. Cirled letters indiate the position of the four snap-shots (Fig. 2).Figure 6(a) and 6(b) indiate that the ritial Ohne-sorge numbers are slowly dereasing when the Bond num-ber beomes signi�ant. This result agrees with datafrom Blanhette [9℄.C. The global variables evolutionIn order to get more information about the partial o-alesene proess, we have measured global quantities as-soiated to the deteted interfae on eah experimentalimage: the volume V of �uid 1 above the mean interfaelevel and the available surfae potential energy SPE (asin [16℄).The available surfae energy (resp. the volume V ofthe droplet above the mean interfae level), normalizedby its initial value, is plotted as a funtion of time inFig.7(a) (resp. in Fig.7(b)). Results of three experimentswith di�erent surrounding visosities are presented: apartial oalesene (Oh2 ≪ Oh2c), an attenuated par-tial oalesene (Oh2 . Oh2c), and a total oalesene(Oh2 > Oh2c). The Bond and the Ohnesorge 1 are neg-ligible for the three experiments.Figure 7(a) and 7(b) show that the volume and thesurfae energy dereases are roughly independent of theoalesene issue.During the main part of the oalesene proess, thesurfae derease is remarkably linear. Therefore, we anassess that surfae potential energy is onverted into ki-neti energy at a onstant rate [32℄ This rate does notseem to depend on Oh2, and orresponds to a 40%-derease in surfae energy during the apillary time. Suha linear derease in surfae energy was already observedwhen dealing with the initial hole opening, as seen pre-viously.

The droplet starts to signi�antly empty at approxi-mately t = 0.5τσ. As seen in Fig. 7(b), it is possible toorretly �t data by the following empirial law
V (t)

V (t = 0)
= 1 − CV

(

t

τσ

)3

. (12)Aording to the �tting, the oe�ient CV is approxi-mately 0.2, and experienes a slight inrease with Bo.Indeed, in Fig.7(b), the Bond number is higher for thepartial oalesene experiment than for the total one.Therefore, gravity enhanes the droplet emptying. The�ow rate Q through the mean interfae level an be de-dued by di�erentiate Eq.(12)
Qτσ

V (t = 0)
= 3CV

(

t

τσ

)2

. (13)D. Capillary wavesAs shown by Blanhette [9℄, apillary waves that travelalong the droplet are thought to be responsible for thedelay in the vertial ollapse. Sine this delay allowsthe pinh-o� proess to our on time (i.e. before theomplete emptying), apillary waves have an importantin�uene on the Ψ funtion. This setion attempts toanswer whih modes make the onvergene possible, andhow they are damped by visosity.1. Wave propagationConsidering axisymmetri perturbations of an ideal,irrotationnal, and inompressible droplet of radius Ri, itis possible to �nd the dispersion relationship of potentialapillary waves on a spherial interfae [33℄
(ωlτσ)2 =

l(l2 − 1)(l + 2)

2l + 1 + ∆ρ
, (14)where τσ is the apillary time √

ρmR3
i /σ and ωl is thepulsation of mode l = k × Ri.The interfae is given by

R(t, θ)

Ri
= 1 +

∞
∑

l=0

AlPl(cos θ) cos ωlt, (15)where Al is the perturbation amplitude omponent asso-iated to Pl, the Legendre polynomial of degree l.Assuming relatively small wavelengths [34℄, we an as-sess that l = kRi ≫ 1 and the dispersion relationshipbeomes
(ωlτσ)2 =

l3

2
. (16)Sine this relation is independent on ∆ρ, a di�erene indensity between both �uids does not generate any signif-iant delay in the wave propagation to the top.
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(a) Bo - Oh1 (Oh2 < 7.5× 10
−3) (b) Bo - Oh2 (Oh1 < 7.5× 10

−3)FIG. 6: Phase plane Bo - Ohi. Experimental results: Total oalesene (�) vs. partial oalesene (♦).

(a) Available surfae energy (b) Volume above the mean interfae levelFIG. 7: Evolution of the global quantities for a self-similar partial oalesene (• - Oh2 ≪ Oh2c), an attenuated partialoalesene (� - Oh2 . Oh2c), and a total oalesene (N - Oh2 > Oh2c).Experimentally, apillary waves an be deteted bysubtrating two suessive images, as shown in Fig. 8.A progressing front appears in blue, while a reeding oneappears in red.Aording to these pitures, the dominant mode anbe estimated to l ≃ 11±1. It is reated during the initialhole opening, roughly 7.5◦ below the equator. The lineartheory predits a phase veloity
Vϕτσ

Ri
=

ωlτσ

l
. (17)Pitures give a onstant angular phase veloity about2.52 radians per apillary time unit, whih orrespondsto l ≃ 11.The propagation time tW of the waves from bottomto top is roughly proportional to l−1/2. This means thathigher modes (8 < l) arrive on top in the same time, whilelower modes (l < 8) arrive later, separately. Therefore,

the onvergene annot be due to these modes. Indeed,they are still on the way when the onvergene is ob-served.The relative elevation h of the top of the droplet isplotted as a funtion of time in Fig. 9. Suh a pa-rameter was already studied by Mohamed-Kassim andLongmire [15, 21℄. At the beginning of oalesene, therelative elevation is nearly zero sine only the bottom ofthe droplet moves. When the apillary waves are not toodamped (partial oalesene), they onverge at the top,and the elevation inreases until Hmax, sometimes morethan 30% of the initial radius. The propagation time tWan be estimated from these data as the time between the�lm rupture and the point of maximal elevation. Bothquantities Hmax and tW are illustrated in Fig. 9.In Fig.10, it an be seen that this time is roughly 0.9τσ,and it is independent of Oh1 and Oh2.On the other hand, a signi�ant derease is experiened
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Capillary wave propagation obtained by image subtration. The blue interfae is progressing toward�uid 2, while the red interfae is reeding. The time step is equal to 0.045τσ. Bo = 0.15, Oh1 = 0.002, Oh2 = 0.014
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FIG. 9: Evolution of the height of the droplet h for a self-similar partial oalesene (• - Oh2 ≪ Oh2c), an attenuatedpartial oalesene (� - Oh2 . Oh2c), and a total oalesene(N - Oh2 > Oh2c).

FIG. 10: Propagation time vs. Oh1(△), Oh2(�), and Bo(◦).Dashed lines are guides for the eyes.with inreasing Bond number. For example, Mohamed-Kassim and Longmire [15℄ obtained a propagation timeapproximately equal to 0.6 apillary time units. The dis-persion relationship of surfae-gravity waves on a planarinterfae between two semi-in�nite media is given by
(ωτσ)2 =

l

2

(

l2 + Bo

)

, (18)where l is the angular momentum kRi, k the wave num-ber, and Ri the initial droplet radius. For Bo < 1, thein�uene of Bo on this dispersion relationship is negligi-ble ompared to l2. The phase veloity is a priori un-a�eted by the Bond number, and this annot explainthe observed derease in the propagation time. Anotherexplanation ould reside in the �attening of the dropleton the interfae before the oalesene when Bo . Boc(espeially sine the horizontal radius is used for the om-putation of the apillary time unit).

As a onlusion, onvergene is mainly due to the e�etof modes l ≥ 10, the dominant one being l = 11. Wavesonverge to the top at approximately 0.9τσ.2. Wave dampingSine the amplitude is small during the wave propaga-tion, it is di�ult to assess about wave damping by onlyobserving Fig. 8. A better indiator is the dimension-less maximal elevation Hmax of the top of the droplet.In Fig.11, Hmax is plotted with respet to Oh1, Oh2 or
Bo (both other parameters being negligible). It an beseen that both visosities play the same part in dampingthe waves [35℄: visosity in �uid 1 is only 1.5 times moree�ient than in �uid 2.

FIG. 11: Maximum droplet elevation vs. Ohnesorge 1 (△),Ohnesorge 2 (�), and Bond (◦). Dashed lines are guides forthe eyes. The solid line orresponds to the foreast of thelinear waves theory (Eq. (26)).The visous dissipation an be estimated aording tothe potential wave solution [26℄ [36℄.The veloity potential is given by
Φ ≃

{

−Al
ωl

l rlPl(cos θ) sin(ωt) in �uid 1
Al

ωl

l+1r−(l+1)Pl(cos θ) sin(ωt) in �uid 2. (19)The loal energy dissipation rate is analytially omputedas
D =

∂vi

∂xj

(

∂vi

∂xj
+

∂vj

∂xi

)

. (20)The dimensionless total dissipated power is then givenby
P = Oh1(1 + ∆ρ)

∫

V1

D1dV + Oh2(1 − ∆ρ)

∫

V2

D2dV.(21)The total amount of mehanial energy is given by
Em = (1 + ∆ρ)

∫

V1

|v1|2dV + (1−∆ρ)

∫

V2

|v2|2dV. (22)



11Aording to Landau and Lifhitz [26℄, the wave ampli-tude is dereasing as
A = A0e

−γlt, (23)where
γl =

|P |
2Em

. (24)On a spherial interfae, the damping fator γl is givenby
γl =

2l + 1

2l + 1 + ∆ρ

[

(l2−1)Oh1(1+∆ρ)+l(l+2)Oh2(1−∆ρ)

]

.(25)Therefore, aording to the linear theory, one shouldexpet
Hmax = H0

maxe−0.6γl , (26)where H0
max orresponds to the maximal height reahedwithout visous dissipation (Ohi ≪ Ohic). As it an beseen on the snapshot in Fig. 8, the 0.6 fator is the timeneeded by the waves to travel from bottom to top (inapillary time units).As shown in Fig. 11, the linear theory seems to give arepresentative piture of the wave damping. However, itis not able to explain why �uid 2 is 1.5 times less e�ientin damping waves than �uid 1. Additional e�ets suh asnon-linearities and dissipation during the wave formationhave to be taken into aount.3. Capillary waves and partial oaleseneAlthough the delay in vertial ollapse due to the on-vergene of apillary waves is important to get a partialoalesene, it is not the only determinant fator. In-deed, in Fig. 12, oalesene with an important visosityin �uid 1, the oalesene is total, despite the preseneof apillary waves. On the other side, in Fig. 13, oa-lesene with an important visosity in �uid 2, the oa-lesene is partial, although the apillary waves are fullydamped. V. DISCUSSIONThe outome of a oalesene is in�uened by the vis-osity of both �uids. Critial Ohnesorge numbers hasbeen identi�ed for whih a partial oalesene beomestotal.Until now, the partial oalesene was thought to bediretly related to the onvergene of apillary waves onthe top of the droplet. The ritial Ohnesorge to get fullydamped apillary waves is similar in �uid 1 and in �uid2, and is about Ohi ≃ 0.08. Surprisingly, the ritialOhnesorge for the partial-to-total oalesene transition

is about 4 times higher in �uid 2 and 4 times lower in�uid 1: it is possible to observe waves without partialoalesene and vie versa.Therefore, the onvergene of apillary waves annotbe the only mehanism responsible for partial oales-ene. When Oh1 is high, a mehanism has to be a-tivated to enhane the emptying of the droplet, resultingin a premature total oalesene. Inversely, when Oh2is high, another mehanism has to give advantage to thehorizontal ollapse. However, when Oh2 is too high, thisadvantage have to beome a drawbak.When Oh1 and Oh2 are similar, the additional meha-nisms balane themselves and the apillary waves remainthe only dominant fator. This ould explain the out-growth of the partial oalesene region on the solid lineof the Oh1 − Oh2 map (Fig. 5).The main trend of movement during a oalesene isa powerful rotation, as it was shown in the PIV exper-iments of Mohamed-Kassim et al. [15℄, as well in thenumerial simulations of Blanhette et al. [9℄ and Yue etal. [14℄. This nominal movement is shematially repre-sented with solid arrows in Fig. 14.The �uid motion is due to the onversion of interfa-ial energy into kineti energy. As it was shown in se-tion IVC, the kineti energy supply rate is onstant, anddoes not greatly depend on visosities. This energy isdistributed in eah �uid suh as the normal veloity hasto be ontinuous at the interfae. When visosities arenegligible, it gives rise to an 'ideal �uid' movement.In presene of visosity, the regions of high veloity gra-dients (visible on the numerial simulations of Blanhette[9℄) are di�using momentum and energy. Sine the mo-tion is imposed by the interfae, the higher the visosityis, the bigger the mass of �uid is displaed. In �uid 1, thisadditional movement (represented by dotted arrows inFig. 14) tends to aelerate the emptying of the droplet.Note that other movements in �uid 1 an be enhanedby visous di�usion when Oh1 is inreased, espeially theollapse of the �nal olumn as a whole.In �uid 2, suh a indued movement enhanes the hor-izontal ollapse. This ould explain the amazingly thinaspet of the olumn-shaped interfae on the latest stagesof oalesenes when Oh2 is high (see snapshots in Fig.2() and 2(d)). When Oh2 is intermediate, the horizon-tal ollapse is on�ned to regions lower than the equa-tor of the initial droplet, and this ensure a partial o-alesene (dashed arrows in Fig. 14, snapshot in Fig.2()). When Oh2 inreases, the visous di�usion entrains�uid at higher latitudes, and the vertial extension of thehorizontal ollapse is bigger: oalesene beomes total(dashdot arrows in Fig. 14, snapshot in Fig. 2(d)). Theboundary between these two opposite in�uenes is ap-proximately reahed when energy is di�used on a saleof the order of Ri, the initial radius of the droplet. Theritial Ohnesorge in �uid 2 was found to be about 0.32.This means that during the oalesene (≃ 1.5τσ), theenergy is spread on a sale roughly equal to 0.5Ri, whihis oherent with the previous assumptions.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) High visosity in �uid 1 - Capillary waves and total oalesene (Bo = 0.10, Oh1 = 0.020, Oh2 = 0.006)
FIG. 13: (Color online) High visosity in �uid 2 - No apillary waves and partial oalesene (Bo = 0.03, Oh1 = 0.003,
Oh2 = 0.16)

FIG. 14: (Color online) Hypotheti shemati motion trendsduring the oalesene. The solid arrows orrespond to thenominal movement; the dotted arrows to the movement in-dued by a high visosity of �uid 1; the dashed arrows tothe movement indued by an intermediate visosity of �uid 2;and the dashdot arrows to the movement indued by a highvisosity of �uid 2.Further investigation is needed (for example a om-plete P.I.V. study) in order to on�rm the existene ofthese mehanisms, and to assess about the preise impatof visosities on the �ow.VI. CONCLUSIONSPartial oalesene only depends on four dimensionlessparameters, the Bond number (gravity/surfae tension),the Ohnesorge numbers in both �uids (visosity/surfaetension), and the density relative di�erene. The partial

oalesene an our only when the Bond and the Ohne-sorge numbers are below ritial values Boc, Oh1c, and
Oh2c, sine surfae tension has to be the only dominantfore. Otherwise, the oalesene is total.An experimental work on 150 oalesene events hasbeen made in order to study the impat of visosity andgravity on the oalesene proess. The droplets were�lmed and the images post-proessed in order to deter-mine the droplet radii, the apillary waves, but also quan-tities suh as the potential surfae energy along any oa-lesene proess. Surprisingly, it seems that this surfaeenergy is onverted into kineti energy at a onstant rate,that does not depend on the oalesene outome. Thisobservation has no explanation until now.The Ψ law, whih represents the ratio between thedaughter and the mother droplet radii, has been investi-gated as a funtion of Bo, Oh1, and Oh2. When thesenumbers are small enough, Ψ beomes equal to approxi-mately 0.5. Gravity is known to aelerate the emptyingof the droplet, while visosity damps the waves duringtheir propagation. The ritial Ohnesorge for the partial-to-total transition is more than one order of magnitudehigher in �uid 2 than in �uid 1.Blanhette and Bigioni [9℄ have argued that partial o-alesene was due to the waves onvergene on the top ofthe droplet. The propagation and the damping of thesewaves has been investigated. The dominant modes are
10 ≤ l ≤ 12. The damping of these waves is roughlythe same in �uid 1 and in �uid 2. It annot explainthe huge di�erene between ritial Ohnesorges in both�uids. Therefore, other visous mehanisms has been



13suspeted to enhane or to avoid partial oalesene.In appendix, a predition of asade features was madefor a great number of di�erent �uids. The reord is prob-ably a 11-step asade, when using an interfae betweenmerury and another non-visous liquid. Suh a asadehas not been observed for now. It would imply the use ofadvaned mirosopy tehnique to observe the late stagesof the asade.Although partial oalesene begins to be understood,many questions remain unexplored. A P.I.V. studyshould address a lot of these problems.AknowledgmentsT.G. bene�ts of a FRIA grant (FNRS,Brussels); S.D.is a researh assoiate of FNRS (Brussels). This workhas been �nanially supported by Colgate-Palmolive In.The authors would like to thank espeially Dow CorningS.A., Dr. G. Broze, Dr. H. Caps, Dr. M. Bawin, PhDStudent S. Gabriel, and S. Beo for their fruitful help.This work has been also supported by the ontrat ARC02/07-293.APPENDIX A: NUMBER AND SIZE OFDAUGHTER DROPLETSIt is possible to estimate the maximum number ofdaughter droplets for a ouple of �uids starting fromtheir physial properties (available in [27℄ and [28℄ forinstane). The maximum droplet size (limited by grav-ity - Eq.(4)) has a radius of the order of
RM ≃

√

σBoc

2ρm∆ρg
, (A1)while the minimum droplet radius (visosity limited -Eq.(5)) is of the order of

Rm ≃ max
i=1,2

{

ρmν2
i

σOh2
ci

}

. (A2)Supposing that Ψ ≃ 0.5 during the whole asade, theupper bound of the possibles numbers of steps in theasade N is given by
max(Rm1, Rm2)

RM
≃ (0.5)N . (A3)When N = 1, the oalesene is total.The apillary time an be estimated for the largest andthe smallest droplet. Moreover, we have to ensure thatthis time is always very short ompared to the drainagetime (when the droplet stays at rest on a thin �lm of�uid 2). When the �uid 2 has a dynamial visositysigni�antly smaller than the �uid 1, the �lm drainagedoes not entrain the �uid 1 (neither in the droplet, nor

in the bulk phase). The Reynolds'model [6℄, based onthe lubriation equation, is of appliation. The lifetime
LT is given by

LT ≈ 3µ2R
4
i

4πg(ρ1 − ρ2)h2
c

, (A4)where hc is the ritial �lm thikness when the �lmbreaks. When dynamial visosities are similar, the �lmdrainage entrains �uid 1, and the Reynolds'theory haveto be replaed by Ivanov and Traykov's equation [29℄
LT ≈

(

ρ1µ1R
2
i

32π2g2(ρ1 − ρ2)2h2
c

)1/3

. (A5)This equation is used to provide a rude estimation ofthe lifetime of the droplets in Table II. Note that thedrainage time is highly in�uened by several fators: sur-fatant [6℄, eletri �elds [30℄, vibrations [31℄, and initialonditions among others.Tables II and III give predited orders of magnitudeof RM , Rm1, Rm2, the assoiated lifetimes and apillarytimes, and the number of steps N for di�erent �uids 1.The �uid 2 is air (A), water (W) or merury (M). When�uid 2 is heavier than �uid 1, the droplet rosses the in-terfae from bottom to top. When the symbol * is used,�uids 1 and 2 are inverted (for example a droplet of mer-ury surrounded by benzene instead of a droplet of ben-zene surrounded by merury). The results in bold havebeen approximately heked experimentally (by Charlesand Mason [5℄, Leblan [6℄ or our results).We an see in Tables II and III that, ontrary toThoroddsen's preditions [3℄, the oalesene of a mer-ury droplet surrounded by air is done in only 6 stages.The maximum number of asade steps is obtained for amerury droplet surrounded by a non-visous liquid, suhas aetone, benzene, heptane, hloroform or ether. Nomore than 11 stages will be observed in this ase. Thereord ould be broken by working with giant dropletsin mirogravity. Note that a 11-stage asade is reallyhard to observe with a traditional optial instrumenta-tion, sine the smallest droplets have a radius of about0.6 mirometers. Moreover, these droplets have a life-time about 0.5 milliseonds and they probably oalesein less than 100 nanoseonds. The ontinuum media ap-proah is usually valid. Indeed, when working with twoliquids, the mean free path is learly smaller than thelast droplet, about 600 nanometers. And when workingwith a liquid surrounded by air, the air visosity avoidsdroplets below 10 mirometers.Data are not in agreement with our preditions on-erning an aniline droplet surrounded by water. Theaniline experienes as muh as three partial oalesenes,while our preditions state for a total oalesene. There-fore, the ritial Ohnesorge Oh1c is higher than 0.02 inthis ase. The reason is still unknown and needs furtherinvestigations.
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ρ1 ν1 σ RM LTM τσM Rm1 Rm2 LTm τσm N

(kg/m3) (cSt) (mN/m) (mm) (s) (ms) (µm) (µm) (ms) (µs)

C2H4O2 1049 1.16 27.8 1.4 0.19 7.0 64 27 25 70 4
◦ C3H6O 787 0.39 23.5 1.5 0.14 7.2 6.3 25 9.4 17 5

390.0 1.5 0.022 7.7 6.9 1.4[−3] 0.62 25 7
0.097 0.56 0.017 0.50 0.056 11

C6H7N 1022 4.30 42.9 1.7 0.35 7.9 550 17 160 1.4[3] 1
6.1 8.5 120 1 12[3] 2.7[5]

5.1 410 19 1100 3400 3

C6H6 879 0.74 28.9 1.5 0.18 7.4 21 22 10 12 6
357 1.4 0.029 7.6 27 1.5[−3] 21 20 5

0.09 0.61 0.068 0.54 0.068 11
35.0 1.4 50 36 0.17 56 36 6

1.7 0.091 100 90

CS2 1263 0.30 32.3 1.4 0.12 7.0 4.3 28 9.2 21 5

CCl4 1594 0.61 27.0 1.1 0.12 6.4 10 39 12 41 4
45.0 0.43 19 27 0.18 22 24 6

0.37 72 0.067 37 100 5

CHCl3 1489 0.38 27.1 1.1 0.12 6.4 10 39 12 41 4
28.0 2.0 0.36 19 16 0.28 15 14 6

0.38 110 0.041 56 250 4
357.0 1.5 0.034 8.0 7.7 1.6[−3] 1.0 3.1 7

0.099 0.64 0.019 0.57 0.074 11
◦ C6H12 773 1.15 41.1 3.6 0.83 32 71 0.11 61 89 5

0.91 43 0.18 47 41 6
◦ 761 0.65 15.9 1.2 0.15 6.6 25 36 14 34 5

≃ 30 0.58 31 0.15 28 30 6
0.078 56 76

◦ 830 1.50 17.6 1.2 0.20 6.6 130 36 45 240 3
≃ 30 1.1 17 0.15 150 390 4

0.43 72 82
◦ 934 10.0 20.1 1.2 0.37 6.7 5800 35 1000 6.8[4] 1

≃ 30 6.0 8100 0.16 7600 1.3[5] 1
20 140 92

◦ 960 50.0 20.8 1.2 0.64 6.7 1.4[5] 35 1.5[4] 8.3[6] 1
≃ 30 17 2.0[5] 0.16 1.6[5] 1.7[7] 1

65 780 2100TABLE II: Theoretial predition of asades of partial oalesene events for di�erent ouples of �uids. Fluid 1 is given in the �rst olumn while �uid 2 is air (A),water (W) or merury (M). When the symbol * is used, �uids 1 and 2 are inverted. Notation a[b] orresponds to a × 10b.
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ρ1 ν1 σ RM LTM τσM Rm1 Rm2 LTm τσm N

(kg/m3) (cSt) (mN/m) (mm) (s) (ms) (µm) (µm) (ms) (µs)

◦ 965 100 20.9 1.2 0.8 6.7 5.8[5] 35 4.8[4] 6.7[7] 1
≃ 30 25 8.2[5] 0.16 5.5[5] 1.3[8] 1

65 2200 1.7[4]

C4H10O 714 0.34 17.0 1.3 0.12 6.8 6.1 30 10 24 5
379.0 1.5 0.019 7.6 5.4 1.4[−3] 0.47 1.7 8

0.095 0.57 0.014 0.51 0.059 11
10.0 1.6 0.26 18 25 0.54 16 36 6

0.47 210 0.062 120 920 2

C12H26 750 1.80 47.0 0.9 30 0.12 110 250
0.89 47 0.38 49 43 6

C2H6O 789 1.52 22.8 1.4 0.22 7.2 100 25 37 130 3

C4H8O2 925 0.49 23.6 1.4 0.14 6.9 12 28 11 21 5

CH2O2 1220 1.32 37.13 1.5 0.21 7.3 71 23 28 77 4

C3H8O3 1261 1185 63.4 1.9 2.4 8.2 3.5[7] 14 1.7[6] 2.1[10] 1
370.0 0.45 7.9 7.0[7] 1.5[−3] 5.9[5] 8.3[10] 1

0.099 0.61 1.8[5] 2400 1.0[7]

Hg 13546 0.11 486.1 1.6 0.099 7.6 0.46 20 5.3 10 6
◦ 13534 0.11 471 1.6 0.098 7.5 0.46 22 5.6 12 6

CH4O 791 0.75 22.6 1.4 0.17 7.2 25 25 12 17 5

C7H16 684 0.72 379.0 1.5 0.024 7.6 25 1.4[−3] 1.6 17 5
0.095 0.57 0.062 0.51 0.059 11

51.0 0.51 25 22 0.10 17 13 7
0.73 0.054 38 34

C6H14 659 0.58 18.4 1.4 0.16 7.1 15 26 11 17 5

C8H18 703 0.78 21.8 1.5 0.18 7.3 24 23 12 15 5
51.0 3.5 0.56 27 25 0.10 21 16 7

0.77 42 0.063 40 35 6

C7H8 867 0.67 28.4 1.5 0.17 7.4 17 22 10 13 6
28.0 1.1 44 38 0.21 52 43 6

1.4 0.095 110 140

H2O 1000 1.00 72.8 2.3 0.26 9.0 17 9.8 10 6.0 7
7.2[−3] 3900 0.043 10 2.0[4] 1

◦ 0.89 72.0 2.3 0.25 9.0 14 11 8.3 4.3 7TABLE III: Theoretial predition of asades of partial oalesene events for di�erent ouples of �uids. Fluid 1 is given in the �rst olumn while �uid 2 is air (A),water (W) or merury (M). When the symbol * is used, �uids 1 and 2 are inverted. Notation a[b] orresponds to a × 10b.
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